
Do you wish to speak in 

support of your 

submission at the 
hearing?:  

No 

I am able to attend:  Evening 

I intend to attend:  Virtually 

Would you like to be 

added to our database to 

be notified of future 
consultations?:  

Yes 

Your Details 

Full Name:  Christina Cox 

Do you agree with our preferred option or do you support another option? 

Drinking water meters:  Don't install meters 

Let us know why:  You say the meters are being installed to find the leaks, are there no 
other options to do this? I don’t believe you when you say we’re not 
going to be charged for our water they are only to find the leaks. Your 

past history about listening to your people denotes this. 

Elderly Persons Housing:  Self sustaining in 7 years 

Let us know why:  They are in your housing as they can’t afford normal rents, putting 
them up is not going to help them so do it slowly is it needs to be 
done at all 

What do you think about 
our plans for our other 

projects and activities?:  

The bridge, two people out of 150 at the most recent bridge meeting 
wanted the bridge at Chalmers Ave. you didn’t listen the first time 

round and you’re not listening now. The original bridge committee all 
put $300 in each to get a lawyer back then and you still didn’t listen. 

Hark back to the Art Gallery, it was wanted by a minority and look 
what that’s cost us. We should not even be paying anything towards 

the bridge your lobbying to Transit NZ has obviously been slack to say 
the least. The original West St bypass years ago was supposed to fix 

part of our traffic problem but then you went and put all those 

businesses there making it more dangerous and congested. Build a 
Bailey’s bridge next to the current one and get the trucks out of town. 

What’s the point in allowing more subdivisions in Tinwald making our 
population even larger and more traffic going to town. Traffic Lights 

are never going to fix the Traffic problem in Tinwald anyone that 
thinks that is deluded.  

 


